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‘E03 ronm 1. COMMENT
UCATI N” EDlTORIAL.LDHRESS. T . , "

We have devoted _a,_ large part Of this lQ_I\10 ‘t0 the 16 MELBOURNE ROAD’ LEIcE3r1\]R_ ORE?’ to
trials of =. Moreno. The whole s ahas sresd -,; 31- c§T_@BLACK mo soon, 1 umm LEI .
over about - sac ass an M en he I -Y"-1‘ B 1‘ 0  
one year‘, - inadequate ¢<=n1=r<>1 in #01-chins Iitmtionn LIB. ED. 19 will be discussed planned on '. , - y p
the ori8111- __ - encouraging kids to use staff-members christair" 26/27 April (probably in London). um

names
8-1 B‘l1BP6I1- A - havin a vasectomy during school time8
gign and - bad supervision of I school coach outing
transfer to
Sutton was
for these merely pointed out s. few of the more obvious asp-
reaaons (on s ects of an undesirable class-based society, and
the right). what this meant to schoolkids. QI __ ;

He feel that
themselves - but what really staggers us is the way
the Head (in the charges against Manny) blithely_
details the rigidity of his curriculum (in a subject
trendily, if obscurely, labelled Personal Relations)
and his adherence to such reactionary attitudes ass-

I.learning - written work
2.obsessicn with neatness (kids apparently not

even normally trusted to punch holes in work-
sheets themselves!)

3.written work is seen as, only, something to be
marked (i.c, destroyed) by teachers - not
perhaps as something they might regard as their

\-ur
Iown.

Remember that Sutton Centre sees itself in the liber-
al vanguard of education, some of its staff(who were
furious with us for having published Manny's letter
in Lib Ed I6) and the Head even fegard themselves as
members of the A.S.Heill Trust! n

I &

-KXXXXXIXXXXIIXXXXIIXIIXIIXZXXXIXXXKKXIXXXXKXXXXXXX-

Also in this issue is material relating to John
Harburton, who made much headline news in England
recently, (no one in the straight press initially
mentioned that he worked in a_girls school. If they
were playing on him asta threat to the kids in his
charge, then having no male pupils rather destroys
this . '  

While wedare all for openness and honesty in'our
dealings with kids (and adults), we dont see them as
more aids to perpetuating the system's 'disciplines'.
One hopes that the Gay Teachers Group's handout is
so worded for political reasons, and that they share
our commitment to open and honest discussion of all S
things sexual - in their own right -, and not merely
for other ulterior motives " _

I
J .

1131111113) we  'e op. en . ‘o*or". vr  "‘**’ "‘i
We were recently asked about the paradox between our
position as anarchists, and the various examples of
Lib. Ed's. (qualified) support of numerous victims
of the state education system,- headmasters even,
when weobviously (presumably) had no respect for the
nature of, and continued existehce of, such positions
and such a system. Whilst we hold no brief at all
for the continuation of the current social 'order',
we do feel that those teachers that are pilloried
for attempting to make the current system show more‘
humane aspects in its treatment of kids deserve
some fair reporting, and have relevant things to say
to others in similar positions. _

Our work on Lib Ed does reflect the fact that the
current collective involved in its production are
all'current1y working within-the state education A
system, and have scant contact with educational alt-
ernativeg, However, if current-plans mature, the
next issues should reflect much closer our political
2 pogitions, .

got ready for printing cn17/18 May (Leices-
ter). For details, ring us on 0553 50272,

Thanks to the GPO we cant peg'our price
any longer. _From this issue the following-
will apply COVER PRICE 1

e c arges and 'evidence' speak I §IN§I.E COIN sent to a U1. a§dress.....20p
' n n surface mail abroad .. .....20p

" i " air mail to Europe, Arab 26p
' States, Near East, N.Afrioa

" " air mail everywhere else...31p
5-issue subs, U.K;,& surface mail _

abroad....75p
" ",Europe etc., air mail £1.10p
" ",Everywhere else,air mail£1.35p
 to a U.K. address) =_- .

10p per copy + post ( 30pon 10 copies)
This is being*typed'befcre the nsw’rstes
have been published, so bulk rates may be
different by the time this issue is sent '
out.’ we hope not.
Single copies of back issues will cost as
follows :- (including postage) .
Nos. 9 or 10.....15p
res. 11/12/13/14/15/16/17..“.175 each _

MOSS SIDE 'PRESS
zm ‘Fences! mono, mess s'i'o_¢',
.mmcwes're.Q.|$. cu-22.6-‘ms’
MOSS SIDE PRESS has operated as a comm-
funity press doing cheap printing for
 community groups, tenants associations,
action groups, and the ‘alternative
press‘, for over 4 years.

Our machine is almost at the end of
its tether. Due to the fact that we

I do our printing so cheap, and make no
profit, we cannot afford to buy another
machine. *

f You oould.help keep MOSS SIDE PRESS
going, by sending a large or small
donation towards the cost of a new

‘,_

=machine, we are trying to raise £1500
as soon as possible, before our old
machine collapses altogether.

For further details please contact
the above address.

Thanks,_
E y Luchia . Popgee , Bob .
umxmm mnn
We,(Lib Ed Collective), take the opp-
ortunity to ask your support for the

- above appeal. Hoes Side prints LIB
ED, among countless other worthy
papers, all of whom would face print
bills DOUBLE their rate if forced to T
use comercial printers, ,

- .
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v t SAGA
.. holding en assembly that encouraged children to or Jean Fitzpatrick on ()1 141 0545, _ n s we mentioned in Lib. Ed. 17 Manny Fdoreno

. ' a1. mMmd' 11m  1¢\_ ~ .3:3? 't:""d1“.‘°" :3 3:322" 2.3%. Th‘ ‘Bambi? Dates for no 20 are 6/T Sept. 8: 2'!/28 Sept. has finally been chucked out of his teach...
ing job at Sutton Centre (Nottinghamshire) _
where he was sent as a result of disciplinary
action action taken against him at his prev-
ious school, Garibaldi. He is planning tor
take the Nottinghamshire Education Authority
to court under the Industrial Relations Act
in order to contest their decision of unsuit_
ability. The following extracts are taken
from a letter he recently sent us.

....... I'm probably a sore embarrassment to
the authorities, not only because of the case
but also because of the community project
thing some friends and I are getting together,
It's not free schooling, but community/home
alternative to get people who want to use
buildings, skills, etc to do so - control over
their lives. Also, my lad, Marcel, who is 6
years old, has been off school since I was
suspended in November, It's been his choice,
the herding and repression in schools must
stop, and I reckon its not going to happen in
any significant way by progressive teachers or
education authorities - they only devise
liberal disguises and games - schooling is a
total fabricating machinery to keep kids and
parents down and to condition them to accept,
Only kids and parents will change and‘get rid
of schooling as it is, But I'm not saying
don't have schools, Some kids might be into
it, provided they have a choice not to go.
This means getting alternatives together -
not a service to dump kids into like all
schools, free and otherwise,

My kid is not into going to school but
since its there if he wants to use it he
should be able to. He decided to go the other
day - chose to do so. He was excited about it

control). He knew he could go swimming with
me and another kid and parents. He came home
for lunch and decided then to come swimming.
We did so in a pool with school classes being
directed by dry teachers - "Now do ring-a-ring
of roses - stopt now splash - stop!"- etc. 1

One thing which I think really needs push-
ing is that kids don't have to go to school.
The 1944 Education Act states firstly that
local education authorities have to provide
suitable education to all children's needs,
according to their age, abilities and aptit-
udes and secondly, that all children must
either attend state school regularly or other-
wise. This could mean many alternatives for
children - irregglar attendance at school,
free schooling, home/family/community tuition.
It is_pg§ up to parents to prove to H.M.I.s or
local authority truant officers (what they
call welfare officers) or inspectors that your
children are being provided with suitable
education. All one need say is that they are
b§in€ PT°Vid6d for. The authorities have not
rights other than this, It is Qnly if you are
taken to court by them that you need to prove
it. To my knowledge parents have only been
taken to court where they have denied that
their children are being provided for,
Esually one is not hassled, even in tradit_
ional terms - kids learn so little at school?
that it takes nothing to show that your kids
learn more at home or otherwise;' In fact,
schools retard as well as slowing kids down.

- ' - - . " r_ . _ _ ,.- ,.-,.. ... ... . _ - _'__,.._ _ .. ,.. ___
-- *1_*q-I .__.ua

Q. ..a\-""".

.-I-"""'#-I’ __,,.,.---'*"*"""m»
f‘

fit '
’%?3"’* Is J\~ Uni ~. . v e

"7, . . I . .- rs... -' . .er or n is. "Pieces an anarchism and
nd book and drama reviews sit alongside
es on crime and prisons, religion and
at events. Not all the articles have
authors but the total of contributors is
ban thirty, probably a lot more. Some u

, 'iters well known in the anarchist move-
but not about school - about other kids being some are obscure. Altogether 8-bvvk of
nice to him. He said he wanted to stay all
day (I wanted to be with him in there, but the
Head wouldn't have it, even though he's into
parent participation. You know what that

richness and variety. It is beautifully
:cd, but with a number of printing errors.

piper back is well worth the £3.25 asking
My k, and I say that having paid for the copy

means - helping schooling to do its job, not wen-|; -501 for this review. But if you are J
to decide what they want or tp find out what begauggiing to believe this, order the library
the kids want -e participation, not power or being wan through your local library and see the

give, and read through it. This will only
WHEN TYRANNY IS LAW to Otheade you to buy it.

c ive and ' ,
people mnce read a review of Peter Sellers‘ "The
an excuof Sellers" which said that however often
think ilayed the L.P. it would always make the
wants hner laugh again. I've had the record
even 3015 years now and still smile at it. I
and prQT€ to suggest that however often the
beauty:r comes back to this excellent volume he
Pepreggfind something to stimulate the interest

IS QRDER so withet the mind pondering anew,
-\-

I .
Peter Miller
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_ h) Assessment Sheets had not been ¢omp- (ii‘ Displaying unsuitable reading matter in
t t t h 1 th h T leted h 1 h

parents and friends will take over schools and
kick teachers out. Then police will be in theand corridors. I hope we sea Gqver|\or3-- Sutton Centre
together.i

If kids wan o go o so oo ey ave a Q L ' is c assroom in suc a way as to make it
right to and to use its resources. We've paid T t e 1) The Head of Dept. has new arranged for readily available for children to read.
for it five times over. One day kids and ‘ p p - H - . . . , _

 5eemS highly probable that by kicking me out [Sutton Centre's report to the school Gover-
of Garibaldi Comprehensive where I had wondan- "firs list the 'SP°°1f1° °°mPlaintB against Mr'
ful support from kids and parents and placing H°I'°n°"
me in another school, it gave them the chance
to kick me out altogether. What is perhaps
far more important is that I got the boot
because I did notlbehave or appear in the
image of a teacher. This increased bit by bit
in the 3 years I taught in schools. You
cannot be yourself as a teacher. It's role,
in one's head and in the subtle pressures
exerted by other teachers, gets you and there
is no shaking it off. In terms of freedom, as
a teacher I reckon one probably does more harm
than good. They put me into Sutton Centre, a
progressive community school. These are more
dangerous than the traditional schools. They
_gQp kids and parents into schooling - into
getting them not to question the basis of why

y they go to school and what they are about.
They devise games and liberal words to motiv-
ate kids to ‘learn’. Its more confusing for
'¥HEm. At least in the traditional schools
working class kids know where they are - ‘them
and 'us'. And it is like that - ‘them’ and

‘ ‘us’ - and I was one of 'them', even though I
suppose in ways I was different - a progress-
ive teacher, but still a teacher. You can't
change that - well, I didn't.

 e MANUEL

Lack of competence as a teacher.
Mr. Moreno was entrusted with the teach-
ing of two first year tutor groups for
Personal Relationships at the beginning I
of this term. He was supplied with the
same written information to assist him in
conducting the course as was given to the-
other staff engaged on the course.
Mr. Moreno was taken off the two groups
on Monday 28th Oct. at the request of the
Head of Dept. ....for the following reas-
ones-

1

a) No pbpils in one of the groups had had
any work marked or corrected. s

-u.~

b) There was only cursory marking of some
of the work in the second group.

c) Neither group had followed the basic
course in the way that was planned and
discussed. In consequence the major-
ity of files are incomplete and they
contain very little written work or
illustration. Much work had been omit-
ted and some worksheets had not been
made available. e

d) By the quality of the answers it was
clear that Mr. Moreno had offered
little assistance in the class situat-
ion or explanation or constructive
criticism. Pupils had been left to
get on as best they could.- The more
able had not been tested - the less
able had been disregarded.

e) There was inadequate emphasis on Eng-
lish usage, spelling or simple punct-
uation.

r) Despite instructions that the basic
course must be given priority before
either follow up or alternative work
Mr;B 's group had been given the
opportunity to follow any line of
enquiry or interest. For example, sex
education had been introduced much
earlier than it should have been and
before the Head of Dept. had hd the
opportunity of explaining the course

t to parents as is his practice each
year, Mr. Moreno was aware of this.

g) No help had been given with presentat-
ion. Files had often been misused,
worksheets were pitted with attempts
at punching holes and logical order
was absent-

(ii)

the two classes concerned to be taught
by a student on teaching practice,
under his direction. He has more
faith in the ability of the student to
teach to the required standard.

Mr. Moreno was also given responsibility
for the General Studies course in the 5th
form. To assist him in this he was
presented with a suggested scheme of work
by the Head of the Dept, Mr.. K ,
Mr. Moreno's teaching of this group of
senior pupils was so poor and the work so
inadequately prepared that members of the
group who were following examination
courses quickly asked if they might be
allowed to get on with private study
during that particular session.
Mr. Moreno's influence on the non-exam.
members of the group is also becoming
more and more open to question. He seems
to be unable to structure any worthwhile
course for them although he wadlbllowed
by me to modify the scheme of work prep-
ared by Mr. K ........- _

a Unsuitability to be in charge of children.
’ (i) Use of Obscene Lan a e

ai M M t ki th 5th f fr. oreno was a ng e orm or
General Studies on the afternoon of
Thurs 17th Oct. IBecause of the lack
of preparation of the lesson the boys
and girls were becoming restless. He
then said to the group, "Piss off -
I'm tired of you lot shitting on me".
when this was reported to me by the
girls in the group I saw Mr. Moreno.
He admitted using the phrase and was
warned as to the possible consequences
of using such language and that under
no circumstances was he to use such
language again in front of children in
Sutton Centre.

b) Two sisters of S Y , a pupil
at Sutton Centre, attended Mr. Moreno's
evening session in the Centre on Wed
8th Oct. Mr. Moreno asked the sisters
which school they attended and the
name of their Headmaster. When they
told him he referred to the Headmaster
as a bastard.......,, .

c) There have been other occasions when
it has been reported to me that Mr.
Moreno has used obscene language in
front of children and when he has
condoned the writing of obscene lang-
uage by children in the Centre. I
have received complaints about this
from parents and members of the teach-
ing and cleaning staff.

Hhile carrying out a routine inspection
of the building during the evening of Wed
13th Nov I noticed the following literat-
ure on the display shelf in Hr. Moreno's
classroom:
a) Typed document in which Hr. Moreno

describes certain episodes in his life
as a young man. (..... Document A)

qb) Libertarian Education No.15 in which
the articles "Perhaps a plea for Sex
Education" and "Butch or Bitch" were
printed. (..... Document B) p

I consider the message contained in these
documents and the language used to be
totally unsuitable for children. _It was,
in my opinion, improper of Mr. Moreno to
expose children to such material. It
showed a complete lack of professional
judgement. This was underlined by the
fact that when I questioned Mr. Moreno
about the documents he admitted that he
had used and discussed document A as
teaching material with a group of 5th
form boys.

Iiii)General attitude to school discipline and
normal moral standards
It has become increasingly obvious that
Mr.'Eoreno is unable to accept the prof-
essional discipline and normal standards
of behaviour which are fundamental to a
teacher. It is, for example, no use tell-
ing a 5th form boy who resents the rais-
ing of the school leaving age - as Mr.
Moreno did - that the law says he doesn't
have to come to school without also going
on to explain that it allows this only if
parents are able to provide a satisfact-
ory alternative system of education. T-
This boy's parents were in no position to
provide an alternative system. Similarly
it is no use telling me - as Mr. Moreno
did - that the fact that one of our 4th
form boys was sleeping with a 2nd year
girl at the girl's home and with the full
knowledge of the girl's mother is none of
the school's business and that the school
had no right to consult the Probation
Service with a view to having the circum-
stances of the particular home investi-
gated. When asked how he would have felt
had it been his own daughter and she
subsequently became pregnant he just
shrugged his shoulders. Nor should he
have been surprised - as he so obviously
was - when a boy's mother complained to
the school about his taking her fifteen
year old son camping late one evening
without any prior information about it
being given to her or her husband. ......
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I am fortified in my view of Mr. Moreno's
unsuitability to be a teacher by his
views as published in Libertariai Educat-
ion No.16 in which he specifically states
that he was disliked by most of the staff
at Garibaldi School because what he was
doing affected their authority inland out
of the class. He then went on to say in
the article that he regretted his inabil-
ity to introduce anarchy into schools....

S.Hilson - . Head
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MANNY’S‘oocumsm A’
find it important to me to recoIlect what I

Iwas like as a boy and a young bloke. (One of
the reasons for this is that I can't remember
much about it. I'm sure that it is partly
because I've repressed many of the things that
happened out of fear and insecurity and
unpleasantness..

I also find it useful not only to talk about
what's happened and what is happening to me as
a boy and male, but also to write it down. It
sorts some things out.) I wrote this quite
quickly as it came and felt to me.

I was brought up in a working class area,
Paddington in London, in a Spanish family. As
you can probably guess it was very male domin-
ated. My Dad ruled and my Hum did her bit in
the home and with the~kids and later at work.
I grew up in his_image, even though, being the
middle one of three boys, my Hum wanted me to
be a girl. Ne did no housework, not even our
own beds, no cooking, not_even washingiup (my
Dad's rota for us three to do it broke down
within a week) or washing our own socks and
pants. By the age of about 10, I had my first
Qrugh _ nu 3 girl. of course. I couldn't
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fancy blokes - I wasn't supposed to; no other
men around me did - how could I? In my head,
not only was it not natural but it just didn't
come into my mind then, as a question, problem
issue, etc. I'm no queer, no homo, no poof +
I had this ingrained in my head then. I was a
male - arrogant, cocky, fanciable, a teaser
with girls; I used to spend ages looking at
myself in the mirror, combing my hair like
Billy Fury's quiff style and a duck's arse
behind. '1 remember m first shiny blue mohair
made-to-measure suit from Burtons. I wore
black winkle-pickers, bright (almost luminous)
pink, green and red socks and padded jackets.
I should have worn glasses around the age of
l3 or 14, but I was so conceited and concerned
with m image that my arrogance wouldn't let
me wear them and so hide my beautiful dark
brown sexy eyes. (It was all me as I recollect
a girl (she lived on posh Bayswater Road)
saying when I was about 17 or 18 that when I
looked at girls it was as if‘I was stripping
them. That made my day, week, life then. I
even wrote it down on a piece of paper.

I knew she fancied me, but I kept her at
‘arms length when I wanted to, pulled her,
‘pushed her around, tortured her head, made her
icry and have sleepless nights. I knew I could
have screwed her, but I didn't have to._ The
game was that I ruled; I was the conqueror; I
was her guru. Han - did you fuck her upl?
Has I not cruel? I thought. Don't think like
that Manuel, I'm it - I'm god's gift to women
‘(well that's what they said), stop getting
soft - you're a bloke, a male, a man, manual.
I snogged her when I wanted to, titted her
when I wnated to; she was always there to do
it to. For the life of me'I can't remember
her name. Something like Marcia, not really.
though. It wasn't important anyway, her name,
my 17-year-old memories say. She was only to
be used, abused.

She invited me once to a party on a Saturday
somewhere near White City - posh mate of hers
who lived near Sid James's house. (She even
took me to the London Palladium once to see
Frank Ifield and Susan Maughan - ugh!) Their
parents were out - going away. I didn't know
whether to go or not. What for? There's
nothing there for me, I'd think. She only
invited me because she fancied me. Silly cow.
I don't really fancy her. But I might as well
go - nothing else to do. I'll go with my mate
Joe. He got smoothed up to go - went by tube
and bus. There weren't very many people there
- big house, big garden, posh, what can we
pinch? Can't pinch jackets - they'll know
it's'us. ‘What can we get from this place?
There was no thought about what we can give.
_He are the givers! - that's the assumption
from which we start or do anything. ‘Ihat can
we take from it? - money, tits, silver ash
trays, kisses with open mouths and waggling

(tongues, records, one or two right-hand
fingers up her fishasmelling cuntfiprat/fanny/
pussy/etc. - snub fags on their posh carpet
and leave them to burn or stain furniture,
drink all their booze, walk over their flowers,
break glasses and.bottles -pl couldn't care a

fuck? it “as fun: 5 laughl _We were takers:
That's how I wag then. -_'___"'_""""""""“"""

o Marcia, or whatever her name was, wantefl me
no dance with her, snog her, she would have
let me too - you know - touch her up and get
in any of those big 'magioa1' bedrooms, on
b°un°¥ beds, getting on top of her, running my
Tight hand over her cotton blouse, feeling
those things that come out of her chest; under
her blouse, unclip bra with right hand.using
two fingers (don't tell anybody but it didnlt
a1"%¥s work - well, hardly ever. So what? HQ
other blokes knew that and that is what matter-
ed — your mates, your hard, cool image),
Fondle her tits - not.too hard. Done that.
Tell her B11°'B nice - PBPP her up; almost like
that She's lucky to be with me. Next get
elther leg between hers - got to get them
apart - it's important. She'd lie there on
her back, passive, just kissing and perhaps
Putting her arms around me - on my back;
that's it. That's all she can do anyway, as 3,
Girl. It's up to the bloke to do it - action
°°m°B TPOM me. She'd just respond to my moves,
tease a bit over titting her. "You're a quick
starter", she'd say pushing my hands off her
b1°“3°s Put I'd get them soon. I'd take them
with me in my mind to brag and toll my mates,
perhaps on Sunday at the youth club how I did
it all. It was a game I was quite good at.
Hasn t I. I was. Yes, of course I was Manuel.
Don't think you weren't Manuel. You bloody
"well know that once you think you may not know
you've lost the game. Como on, I was good, ’
3°°1s a'bragger$ sexy, quick - course I was.
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Get her 1°85 apart with one leg; to do it
with both is difficult - not necessary'anywgy,
You've done the main thing. Run my right hand
over her skirt, up her nyloned leg, perhaps
unzip her skirt - no it's too complicated. I
get quite hot and so does she. oh;

I forgot - while all this is happening, I
got the hard on really fast, even before we
get on the bed - lump of hard thing down there.
So that it doesn't show (I hope - got t9 100k
cool - can't look aroused) I move it with my
hand in one sf mrrpockete, up. It's more
comfortable like that. I don't feel any
association with it -- prick, tool, etc. It is a
like some weapon apart from me. I remember . F“
mates at Beethoven secondary modern school e ‘ills
(dump) slapping theirs on desks before a woman ' ’
teacher came in. Hick, of course, got spotted . ' in

simply something to piss out of, to rub up er?
down sometimes, to play pocket-billiards with,
and sometimes if you were lucky, and one of
the lads, to insert it into a hole - vagina.
That's all I thought about organs. It was all
about conquering - not about loving and caring
It was all about bragging - saying that you'd
had it when you really had not. But then, it
_3§§ as if we had had it. The question of not
having had it did not arise.‘ You were one of
the lads remember.

It pains me now to think of the deceitful,
cunning, repressed person I was and how I'd
treated girls. It pains me now to think that
lads still go on doing it.

Back to the girl and it's ilgnt hand ..... .o
ily under her knickers‘- feel around, hairs,
hole, finger her, etc. It makes me want to
puke. More often than not it didn't go on to
an actual screw (what a horrible word). There
is very little satisfaction on.either part.

During the party one was after mo, trying to
catch her man; I played it cool and distant.
My mate Joe started on her and she simply
reluctantly accepted it. This sort of thing
with girls happened time and time again, in
the bomb sites behind Stowe boys club, near
the Cut with the easy ones; on the grass in
iyde Park; beneath their porches after taking
them home if not before (It was always tactic-
ally better to try to do it before you got
near to her place); up against the walls; etc.
And was I shit scared? Of course I was. I
didn't know what love meant in action,'what
caring was, what kindness was to girls. I
feel perhaps that there must have been some
goodness in me - it's pointless smashing that.

1
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see:rogramme of educational work and activit
disvided, and arrangements for physical exercgd
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to ygames.
Zfichottutor scheme is, of necessity, completefb' I

we kid . ‘W i t d ‘ma - Ser 0 8 8 ex B e on d°nati°n3 t° °Uv I must have really feared sex, intimacy andPdhti ito v °a H63 °utiRSB. and essential 9uPP1i° openness ‘It was always "Block that and so
. amp» 1 t d b k furn ome _ ' s
arr '1padn ’1'°°f’ 0; 8’ iture etc‘ Th this", to them. Play the swarthy, cool,trn.on.¥' eve ope rom ere. There are many o arrogant bloke. They must have really hated

.s wandering the t t h ha k8 ree 8 ‘no VB as ed us me I don't blame them even though the must‘asainfilufiflfi é and to thds end we have applied ' . " . e y
litiauflad a disused goods yard with build1ng!_\ have been playing their side of the game.
l'g'(|;York Way. The ultimate success of this pi'°'3-.'1T ’ 7
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Halk cool, talk cool, dance flash, charm,
chat, hair, looks, clothes, competitive sports
and.with girls (like table tennis -‘I was good
at that), knock about with the lads, youth
clubs, lcok_hard - Edgware Road and Harrow
Road mobs, Portebello Road, shouting, breekiflfi
fag and milk machines, throwing bottles,
bunking in the pictures, ‘beating up the
spades‘ (image) or trying to in reality; ugly
spotty tough Bonsy, the feared over a large
area having a really good looking girl; Holl-
and Park school, in the grounds at lunch time.

I remember another girl. Can't remember her
name either. Somebody told me she fancied me.
I was l6 then. Arranged to meet her outside
Lancaster Gate tube station. I went to a
church youth club, playing table tennis and
didn't expect her to be there. She was. I
didn't know what to do, what to say - I was
caught unawares. I lost the mold for a moment.
Got it back quick and went into T-Tvfie Park. 911
the grass, nothing to say to each other -
smbarrasing silences. On the grass in summer
takes that all away.

After I had a piss against a tree. I was .
amazed by my penis. It was really hard and it
wouldn't go down. I was sort of worried anfi
even shy about it, but at the same time thfire
was a he-man thrill - a feet &0hi9V9d-

O F

when I was about 17 I really got involved
with Christine - the first I got involved in.
She was kind,.nice to talk to - I didn't feel
I had to act and play games as much. Her ~
stopping me from touching*her up a lot made me
like and respect her more somehow. my mate
Ron decided to have a party on a Saturday
night at his place - his parents were away for
the week-end. He thought we'd get a few
couples in - about eight of us in all. I
suppose it sounds like a terrible pre-marriage
situation. ‘But I_enjoyed it then. Chris
could stay the night and I had calculatedly
bought some johnnies. After the dancing,
laughing and talking couples~went home or’
sorted themselves out some place to sleep,
Chris and I were to sleep in the kitchen. He
ct the ‘bed’ ready on the floor. I was feel-g .

ing tense and excited. But everything was
happening differently. There Seemed $0 be
some conscious thought about it all, some
£3  O  .

goint thought, lees of e so-sB.e= it “wally
was with a girl; the first girl who had
stayed out all night with me, etc. With
butterflies in m guts we took some of our
clothes off - leaving my pants and her knick-
ers, bra and full petticcat on. "I dififl't ha?“
to wade through clothes and zipps. He la?
down and kissed and cuddled and took more.
clothes off (I'm slightly excited now ae7I
recall it all those 12 years eg0)- Then O°m°'
how, so quickly, without struggles and "°““1“$
and arrogance, which was all it used to D6
like we reached the possibility of actuallyv
makihg love. It had not been like thifi b°f°r*-

I asked and she hesitantly said Y9"! but
that I should use a durex. I'd never used one
before. They looked so clumsy. ‘Phat she'd A
said yes, however, completely threw M6. T16
was so unlike anything I'd experienced before.
Where was the competition, the conqu°Pifl€a th°
struggle? It was not there - or very little
anyway. Somehow I could not cope with all
this unpredictability and spontancliy. F0?
some reason I went to the bog in the next room,
partly I’think to have a piss but mainly to
put the johnny on. My penis wasn't so hard
now snd.it was a bit difficult to put-the
bloody thing on. I didn't like all this some-
how. I began to be worried. Why "BBn't th°
bloody thing hard?

I went back into the kitchen. Chris had
taken the rest of her clothes off - I think.
we started loving again. But I Just ¢<>111<1n"¢
get the hard on again. Everything in me fcll
in - collapsed. ‘Where was the masculinity
now} Where was the active lover now! I felt
a part of my insides had been ripped out, I
willed it with all my mind to rise, but no
chance. I felt awkward, uncomfortable, upset,
ashamed, useless, a failure. I just couldn't
make it,

She was such a.nice girl -‘I was so fond of
'her, like no one before, but I couldn't give.
I was such a mixed up, repressed, distorted
and broken-in-pieces bloke, that I couldn't
get myself together enough to GIVE! I so ;
much wanted to give to her, even, I suppose in
a twisted way, through a fuck, but I couldn't.
My image was exposed, and I felt the cracks in
it. He rubbed and continued, but I was never
the same again.

p MANUEL MORENO y
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filrhe following statement was sent to Hanny to
be used as evidence at his hearing if he

felt that it wouldhclp in any way, This leaflet Ias-issuod by the GAY TEACHERS GROUP

I refer to the material (Documents -A and B) i P9-"1 P61"-'1¢k. 14 Holdfln 301189» D9P’¢f01‘d Chi!-1'61‘! 515
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which Hr... Moreno is charged with having London S.-E.B Tel O1.690.1684 (office hours)
displayed in his classroom and with having J ' '
used as the basis of discussion with vari VIOTHIOATION OF-vs‘ LONDON SOHOOL Tmclfi
teaching groups. OOB  _

It gggmg -go me that it is tha "Ty n.ank__ Ayoung London teacher has been banned from work-
ncsn of the mag,-ial (to which Objection in ing in any of Inner Londons schools because he
presumably taken) that makes it suitable to be "°““'°° “° °1@ an-8-61‘°°m°n'° Btating that he
used with secondary-age students. As we are
reminded by a recent report on the reading
Pabitfl °f ¥°ufl8 PQOPIB, young adolescents are
increasingly exposed to sxploitive writings’
(like 'Skinhsad') designed to ‘appeal’ to
their growing fears and worries, especially as
those relate to their develo in sexualit F
Unfortunately most of the 's:x~§ducation'y.
material published (while it does a more-or
less reasonable job of informing students of
the biological facts and of the danger of
unwanted pregnancies) fails utterly to tackle,
let alone answer, their deeply felt (and
1ar8B1y‘unarticulated) questions and anxieties
A1th°ugh our society 'permits' the blatant use
-of sexuality to sell soap, cigars and scent
and °P°nlF Offers for sale (in corner news-
paper shops) [novels' and ‘soft’ porn girlie-
mags whoss message is specifically and graph,
ically that male success/happiness is girls
With Ported thighs and big breasts yearning to
be conquered, we find it almost impossible to
present them with equally candid material that
does not exploit them but that relates to
their developing feelings honestly and
realistically.

Ihat, it seems to me, the material in
question displays is a remrkable openness and
a real 3tt°mPt to expose the barrenness and
?PPressive/unfeelin nature of the crude
maB°“1initY' (find the equally oppressive

?a55iV1tY and weakly ‘feminine’ characterist- O108 attributed to the ideal/desirable female)
that is held up as normal and healthy by those
who have a commercial interest in the young
and are only too eager to use whatever  
P97¢hO10gical know-how thqy can to sell their
9h°¢¢F "arBB.- We cannot, as parents and
t°a°h°1‘9o counter such skilful manipulation
sigh zgralising or half-truths. Unless we
un'°r OOO and ecknowledsv the real problems,the real fears, the real anxieties of tho
Ffifingg BB Hr. Horeno's material honestly tries
to do, we cannot pretend to be able tooffer
our children any help in understanding and

sumouuttug their problems/fears.

' iiARTHUR HUMPHFYEY

would not_msntion homosexuality in the classroom.
John Warburton, 25, has been blacklisted by

the IDEA after he told his girl pupils about
homosexuality in response to their questions.

.His troubles began a_wesk,after a demonstr-
ation in Trafalgar Square on Nov.2nd last year,
in support of equal rights for homosexuals. He
was noticed by a pupil fom Marylebone Girls
School, who told the other girls in the school.
When he went to work he was greeted with taunts
of ‘poof’ and ‘queer’. So Mr Warburton stopped
teaching gecsraphi and explained why he was on
the rally and what his homosexuality meant. In
a statement referring to the situation he said,
"I had to answer their questions and stop the
taunts, becauée I would not have been able to
maintain discipline in the classroom."

But word of the discussion reached the Head-
mistress who contacted the ILEM. IHr Warburton
was summoned to.County Hall for an interview and
asked to sign the agreement. so refused to sign
because he felt he could only maintain order and
discipline if he was frco_to respond to the cat-
cslls and jfbcs.  

_ At this point Mr Warburton contacted the Gay
Teachers Group, a group of homosexual teachers
from all over the country, who agreed to take
up the case. The group wrote tbihr Ashley
Bramall, leader of the ILEA, askingvthat he rec-
ieve a deputation to discuss this case in part-
icular and the position of homosexual teachers
working for the IDEA in general. Hr Bramall
refused an interview, statingithat there "was
nothing further to discuss".

The Gay Teachers Group were disheartened by this
negative response, but set about attempting to
prove to the ILEA that there were several impor-
tant issues raised which needed clarification.
A statement was drawn up hhich teachers and
student teachers, both heterosexual and homo-
sexual were asked to sign. The statement read :

"we, the undersigned teachers and student
teachers. claim the right to discuss homosex-
uality with pupils where and as the need aris-
es on the same grounds as we would discuss any
other controversial subject.“ Therefore we
would be unable to give a written assurance
such as the ons.tho ILEA have requested from
one teacher, requiring-him.not to discuss
'homcsexuality with pupils except in the course
of a completely structured programme of sex
education of which the Headmaster/mistress
had full knowledge and with which he/she was
in full agreement.  9



The statement so far has been signed by over one
thousand teachers. A second letter was sent to
Mr Bramall by the group. It stated z

we reoieved your letter and cannot agree that
there is nothing further to discuss; on the
contrary you have raised several controversial
issues. ‘Mr Warburton did not bring'his private
life into the classroom, his pupils did, calling
upon him and asteacher-and as a person to expl-
ain aspects of human behaviour about which they
were ignorant and uncertain.. The ‘sensitive
areas‘ you mention are'sensitive precisely bec-
ause they are central to many peoples thoughts
and anxieties; who better than a confident

‘ sensitive and articulate teacher to answer their
questions and put into a human perspective the
distorted information.with which they have been
fed? Ir Warburton answered a need, he did not
proselytise.

With regard to the'purely professional assur-
ance‘ sought from Mr Warburton, we had hithertoo
understood that a teachers contract was the only
purely professional agreement entered into acc-
ording to the law of the land. -

r we also wish to draw your attention to the fact
that homosexuality is not discussed in school
even as part of a ‘completely structured prog-
ramme of sex education‘ which may account for
the way~in which Mr Warburton was recieved by
his classes when they discovered that he was
homosexual.

we feel as a group that the policy that yuu
have indicated falls far shoit of the realities
of the situation. It means in fact that a gay
teacher in.Mr Iarburton's pOI1t10n.IMlt enure
indiscipline and huiliation, a state suely not
conducive to the education of the children in.  
his care, whatever subject he is employed to
teach. Since we as individuals within the Illl
employ could not tolerate such a circumstance,
we must reassert our request that you and the
appropriate committee recisve a formal deputat-
ioh*from_the Gay Teachers'Group to discuss ‘
these points which are far from resolved.

The letter was dated 4th Feb. We have not yet
recieved a reply. P
During the last few;weeks, letters of protest
have been sent to Mr Bramall from teachers and
homosexual groups all over the country. Motions
of protest and calls for action to resolve the
situation have been put to several branches of
N.U.T. and A.T.T.I. Qznoyed at the lack of
response from County ll over this issue, memb-
ers of the Gay Teachers Group phoned County Hall
on Feb 18th to express their dismay and call for
an immediate removal of John Warburton from any
‘blacklist’. Assurances were also requested over
the position of other hoosexualteachers employed
by the ILEA.

I 1' "W '1' I I 1 I.. v ill v >1  4
- Aboweis the text of a petition which a
group of teachers have prepared and sent out
in defence of John Warburton, the London
teacher who was recently suspended by ILEA,
allegedly for refusing to sign a statement to
the effect that he would not discuss homosex-
uality in the classroom.

I expect most.people reading this will have
seen brief mention of this case in a couple c
of newspapers, saying that the trouble arose
when John Warburton was seen by pupils from
his school taking-part in a demo for equal
rights.for homosexuals. Perhaps you also got
the same reaction I did when the case was
discussed in your staffroom (ha ha) and else-
where. Comments seemed to range from "he
must be a raving queer and of course should
not be allowed to talk about it" to, I s'pose
a more liberal attitude, "there must be more
to this than meets the eye... I expect this
chap dragged the subject into his lessons
wherever he could..."

I don't think it is right for teachers to
flaunt their particular hang-ups all the time
in class. But I do think it is my job to
help try to unmuddle the confusion and hang-
ups the kids go through. In one lesson we
were talking about school and the discussion
got round to universities, exams etc and c
questions like "do you have to wear uniform
at 0011656“. "what's O-level", "what sort of
things do you have to write in an exam"? were
asked one after the other in rapid succession.
It really was as if the kids had so much bots
tleo up inside them that they just wanted to
1t) t -I W

 J
get off their chests. Now to me the whole
subject of exam-taking was_du1l but to the
kids on that day it seemed almost as if their
lives depended on talking about it. and I as
a teacher of that class felt obliged to help
them do so: to give them factual information,
to put both sides of the argument for and
against exams and to relate some of my per-
sonal experiences, like "were you scared,
Miss, before an exam?"

From reading the reports in the press it
was difficult to know what really haooened.
All I know is that I was shocked and angry
that a teacher had been suspended for refuse
ing not to discuss the subject. What was my
position then? When I thought back only over
the past week I realised that the kids them-
selves had alluded to homosexuality more than
once.'On one occasion, not untypical, I came
into the classroom where a group of 4th year
boys were telling one of the filthiest jokes
I have heard. It was about 2 "queers" : the
boys showed themselves to be naive, infantila
pathetic, and at the same time coy and highly
embarrassed; their language was nothing but '
crude and obscene. So what was I to do? Pre-
tend I hadn't heard what they had been saying.
hardly possible when
were loud enough for
to hear! Did I join
tell them one on the

their laughter and jeers
the whole of East Acton
in the joke then, or
same subject l had heard

at a teachers’ centre disco? Presumably, if
I had been teaching in-a ILEA school I would
have been liable for suspension if I had
taken any action other than to ignore the
joke itself, ignore the boys‘ attitude, ig-
nore the battery of questions and remarks

ithat'were fired at me when they realised I
was disturbed at the whole situation. Ignore?
Surely a teacher just can't.ignore s0m@thing
like this; aren't we as teachers supposed to
concern ourselves with the way the minds of
the kids are working. And these boys were
clearly §Q_preoccupied with the subject. If
I ignored this, then by the same token I must
feel it was outside my brief(as they say) as
a teacher to discuss racial prejudice, baby/
wife battering, drugs, abortion, gambling,
the environment, inflation, advertising? Is
it? And where do you draw the line between
what's an OK subject and what's not?

Isn't it up to us to show Houghton that we
are earning the massive pay increases he so
graciously awarded us? He naively and touch-
ingly believes that teachers come second only
to parents in the power they have to influa
once the young! How often has the cry gone
up in the staffroom that "the kids just don't
care, they don't want to know"._ I think they-
do. Perhaps it's the teachers who dontt.

I saw the NCCL had taken up the issue so I
decided to get in touch with them. I got av
rather fuller story from them than from the
newspaper "articles.

John was teaching in a girls‘ school -'sc
much for the notion expressed by some that
the boys in the school were probably "at risk‘
(although listening to comments made by young
and not so young male colleagues I sometimes
wonder just how much "safer" the nubile young
girls are at my school. I assume a homosexual
has as much self control, or as little, as a
heterosexual). _
‘ 
Rots to overseas readers.
HUT - National Union of Teachers
ATTI - Association of Teachers in

Technical Institutions-
NCCL = National Council for Civil

Liberties Q a voluntary body)
LEA - Local Education.Authority
ILEA - Inner London Education Authorit?
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Although John had refused to sign the state-
ment forbidding him to discuss the subject,
he himself agreed he would not raise the
issue himself (so much for the idea that he
was dragging the subject into every lesson).

He had been seen by the kids on the demo and
had spoken about it when the kids confronted
him with it at school. But there were no
complaints from the kids or parents - in fact
the headmistress decided to take the matter
up when one of the other teachers on the
staff brought the matter to her attention....

So John went to County Hall. He had been a
supply teacher butapplied for and got a full
time job at Holland Park Comprehensive ...
until the head there was instructed by ILEA
not to give him the job.

The-irony is that the NCCL apparently had
been in the process of carrying out a survey
of the LEA's to find out just where the,
discrimination against homosexual teachers
was most prevalent. They had got a mixed
reply : but Ashley Bramell had said most
definitely that his LEA would not discrimin-
ate. And what LEA does he represent — of .
course, ILEA. NCCL was at first refused a
meeting to discuss the matter at County Hall.
The latest at time of writing is that ILEA '
is considering_recéiving a delegation. Sc
the matter is far from dead and forgotten.-If
you think you can help, get a petition going,
talk about the issue at school (makes a
change from talking about pay, uniform, the
caretaker), send money to the fighting fund
(Paul Patrick, 14 Holden House, Deptford,_
Church St. SE8). . "

solidarity! They can't suspend us all -
although with the cuts in education it makes
you think they are looking for excuses.
Watch out - they may start putting a ban on
all German irregular verbs soon.

JEAN FITZPATRICK

IIDIOT NEWS (14p + post) is a new (iregular '2)
mag, from the 'Psychoscc' at Lancaster Univ-
varsity. Libertarian and essentially non-
iacademic, ‘tie a welcome addition to the
likes of RED RAT and HUHPTY DUMPPY. Current P
issue includes 'P1DADIGH LOST‘ (on pupil
iapplied re-inforcement schedules for teacers)
‘WHY Hmio SAPIENS BECAME EX'I'INC'l" ( O11 race
IQ and education) and ‘THE POLITICS or
TESTING‘ ( on intelligence testing and in-validation of "disruptive" kids). from y

 Jon Matthews, 2 Primrose St, Lancaster.

QQIH!EH§.1i TBm0Ving the SCA and eco-action
element to a duplicated internal bul1etin.i
The mB8BZin0 W111 80 roughly Bi-monthly and
will re-orientate around the issues of
‘alternatives and critiques in post-school
9duBati°n'» hopefully with a wider appeal,
Lib Ed sends crossed fingers for this, and
h°P9B that the paper doesnt become less
libertarian for the change. Communications
to 3 Endsleigh St, London WC1.(O13871277.)
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From: oavm 1>mnc.e , BaosFeu,B»R\€ew-weao
The following notes (re 1911 School Strikes)
were sent in-to us following the article we
printed in» Lib. Ed.“l6 - if you come" across
anything about your local area please sendus
details.

_ 

Schools Strikes, Birkenhead (Herseyside)
Extracts from ‘The Birkenhead and Cheshire
Advertiser‘, September 16th, 1911.
's*1'1um~1mnn' (Editorial comment)

"Strike mania has evidently developed to
the academic stage. "Like father like son"
runs-the old adage, and apparently during the
past week or so there has been a series of
strikes among boys attending elementary
schools in different pants of the country.
They want shorter hours for "labour", more
time fcr_"recreation", and less drastic S
methods oifcorrection for merely boyish
offences against discipline. In other words,
they have “come out"- for less learning, no A
cane, and more play. They have adopted
measures for p"peaceful persuasim" by hosting
and abusing "their masters,,supplemented by
volleys of stones. Hell and truly may it be
said that the lessons of the late labour
troubles (the notorious rail and other strikes
of August, 1911) have been imparted to the
younger generation." ~ A

..- E I.
._-. .- I,

:32.,___  

l L
'SCHOOLBCY STRIE' (Hews report)

"Little did local~people imagine that such
a thing would happen here. But it did. 4

"The schools involved: St. Peter's; St.
Hary?s; St. \ierburgh's; Holy Trinity; and st-
Luke‘ s, Lower Tranmere. The strike had
evidently been well organised because before
the school bell rang, bodies of boys left the
yards‘, and shouting as they marched along the
streets, all converged at one point (location
not given) where they were addressed by their
"leader" (Two dozen boys from St. Luke's,
Lower Tranmere, held a separate meeting in
Mersey Park): "They (their fathers) starved
to obtain their rights, didn't they'?f' "Tee",
came back the reply. "Stick to your guns, and
show what stuff you're made of.” This remark
was received with loud cheers. A gentleman
standing by us was oonvulsed with laughter at
the scene, and the youngsters, not appreciat-
Lng his merriment at their expense, crowded
round and jeered at him."
1 "A teacher drove away "pickets" from St.
Anne's School, and was molested by a hooligan“

' ". !'Black-legs" were tormented at dinner
time,". q

' The strike apparently ‘fizzled out‘ during
the afternoon of the same day. The report
ends with this perceptive observation: "agit-
ators are chiefly dunces, always looking for
an opportunity for a holiday".
 

_._-_ - .

From: David Hart, 80 Church Road, Moseley, I
1 e Birmingham 12.1

Dear People, n
1- could feel Nicholas .Ualter's spleen ..

getting into its stride, so to speak, in the _
final paragraph of his article on Ivan Illich,
and I wondered why he "wah doing it;;there
seemed to be some background information

missing", why Illich had got Walter's goat.
In the first place,‘ Illich is hardly our

enemy; or if Halter thinks he is, he should
deal with that possibility head-on, ‘and not
out of the corner of ‘his mouth. I've reviewed
Illich's books myself and pointed out that he
doesn't have the whole future‘ of the world
sewn up, packaged, like a huge plasticine
model inhis living room, but that doesn't
stop me (seeing what he has done,

Secondly, maybe Nichol-as Halter has ‘lie
model ready for some grand unveiling, and if
he has I won't refuse to look (I've found his it
vision stimulating in the past),_but a kind of
one-upmanship game with Tllioh just doesn't
seem useful. S1-2 S \

Had Illich given us straight down the line
anarchism, Nicholas Halter would have been
pleased, but you-hzow-who etc would not.
Il.1ich couldn't win that one, and anyway maybe
he simply can'tsee the global solution. Do ‘
we want him to tell us lies?

If we need people who 333 (for example,
that schools are anti-learning) and say what
they see with delight in the very seeing of it,
which is a kind of root-confidence (the
ability to imagine our society without schools)
then it"s more than nice to have Illich airoxind.
I, haven't noticed people, falling over each
other because of their amazing eye-sight and
radical imagination, we're in the main a
pedestrian lot, I mean derivative. a

A It's crucialthat we trust our friends
enough to attack them when we thinkit necess-

, and to demand more of them every bloody
2-Z, but generously, eh, and not. sourly? _

"So thanks) for making me write this letter,
I'll probably have to do some hard thinking -
now. you bastards! - .  S v _

.- I \
.

- . . . . , 7., _-.,..___.
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ONE SUCCESSFUL WAY OF STARTING. AN ALTERNATIVE

EDUCAT ION

P ROJE CT

In the last issue we proceed the Childrens Rights
Workshop leaflet 'EUCATION _ CTHERIISE  THAN AT
SCHOOL‘. The following p16C0' is extracted from
the Workshop's first Newsletter. (see Agitnron
section). .
we started at the beginning of the Spring tern

at the request of some local kids who hadn't
been to school for some tine. There were eiglt
kids aged 7 to 15. They were considered by ILEA
to be hard core truants, none of them having
attended school regularly in the last two years.
One of the children had already spent a year ‘in
care‘ for truancy; another was in danger of being
sent to the educational psychologists for non-
attendance at school. The kids asked us to start
a choolso that they could ‘learn something‘ --
none of them reckoned that they could learn any-
thing in school.

J

We were in no position to open a school. - We
were not qualified teachers, we had no premises,
no equipment, nothing to satisfy the elementary
requirements of the DES. However it-' was necess-
ary for us to be recognised as a legal alternat-
ive to school in order to protect the kids from
the courts.

To satisfy the legl requirements (both of the
ILEA 6: DES) we decided to operate as a tutor

ject depends on everybodybs-support, especially
from those with knowledge or particular skills. . . .

* -I- -1-

The above notes are based on accounts of how the
Freigltliners Free School first started, early in

S
1972. In those days it used tovbe called the
cuth Villas Comprehensive.

1. LEA officers and inspectors normally expect
alternative education projects to be run by
qualified teachers, although there is nothing
in the Law (Education Act 1944) that says that
education must be provided by qualified people.
Certainly projects can benefit from the partic-
ipation of qualified tutors.

2. Section 114 of the 1944 Act defines ‘indepen-
dant school‘ as "any school at which full time
education is provided for five or more mmils
of compulsory school age..." Many LEA educat-
ion officers and inspectors have interpreted
this as meaning that any tuition scheme with
more than four children must be an'inde'pendant
school‘ . They often warn alternative education
projects that they are not leplly allowed to
have more than four -children involved unless
they set up a school. This is not true.
Tuition schemes do not have to become schools
when they have more than four children involved .

Lib.Ed. note (for foreign readers). ILEA - Inner
London Education Authority. DE -A Department of
Education and Science. LEA - Local Education
Authority

scheme and started immediately in the groundfloor SQME ADVANTAGES QF A TUITION
of one of the kids homes. The tutors were local
residents : home-bound mothers , part-time or self-
employed. workers 1, universith students and student
teachers, any local person with a free morning,
afternoon or evening to spare. Sometimes the
tutors came to the house, sometimes some of the
kids went to them; sometimes activities were held
in a local centre. A teacher training college
allowed us to use their craft workshops and we
were offered the use of other local premises.

The parents registered the Ehildren as reciev-
ing tuition in goups of four.‘ This involved
parents in filling out a form 35from ILEA,
giving details of the name and qualifications of
the person or goup by whom the child is now
being instructed, place and hours of instruction,
the prog.'a1mne of educational works and activities
provided, and arrangements for physical exercises
and games.

The tutor scheme is, of necessity, completely
free to kids. We existed on donations to cover
food, heating, outings, and essential supplies -
paper, paint, wood, books, furniture etc. Things
can only develop from here . There are many other
kids wandering the streets who have asked us to
be included {'9 and to this end we have applied for
a disused a disused goods yard with buildings
on York Way. The ultimate success of this pro-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

OR TUTOR SC HEME
Unlike a school, tuition can take place anywhere
at any time. Central and comprehensive pemises
are not required, although any project needs a‘
base.
A tuition scheme involves local people, qualif-
ied or not, who are thus more'likely to be known
to the children and the neighbourhood. Proff-
essional distance is avoided. r
A tuition scheme necessarily involves-parents,
both as organisers and supporters, but also as.
tutors. This helps break down the usual barr-
iers seperating'education from the home.
Inoa tuition scheme, learning takes place at the
level of the childrens experience and needs. The
education comes from the children as much as to
them, certainly not from on high as in most
schools.
A tuition scheme is a legal alternative to
school, both as a.tempory measure and as a long
term project.
A tuition scheme is flexible and can serve as
many children as need tution at any time, and
can involve as many tutors as are available.
A tuition scheme, by involving local children
and local adults, helps to bring"together fam-
ilies who have.been trying to cope in isolation
at home. 1::



i_

8 A tuition scheme can concentrate on perticular
difficulties, needs or interests of the children
involved; it doesnt have to follow a pre-set
programme of work.

9 A tuition scheme allows children to participate
for as long as they want to, for some longers
than others. It can accomodate those children
who would normally be (oha want to be) in school
but who have either not been offered a place
that they like, or are going through particular
difficulties. But a tuition scheme can also
serve long term needs and in particular can
encourage children to specialise in those fields
of interest not encouraged in normal schools.

10 The kids like a tuition scheme, particularly
its flexible nature and the way it can respond

to their interests. If they dont like a part of
it, then they can be involved in changing it to
suit their particular needs.

11 A tuition scheme can be a natural first step
in the development of a more permanent educat-

ional provision such as a Free School or a sim-
ilar voluntary scheme.

12 A tuition scheme is flexible. It reflects
peoples needs and their ability and willingness

to fulfill them. It also satisfies the legal
requirements and the expectations of the auth-
orities. I

For further information see the pamphlet "How to
Set Up A Free School - Alternative Education And
The Law, or contact the Workshop. (both addresses
in Agitprop section)

E I * ',

We have never, in fact, needed to quote
these sections of the act to any education
officer. Once it was seen that we did indeed
intend to educate our children, in the broad
sense of that word, we were left pretty well
to get on with it. From time to time we were
asked to submit samples of timetable and work
to the local education officer. Children who
organise their own school, as ours have done,
are only too delighted to comply'with these
requests.

Judging from sensational stories occasion-
ally appearing in the national press, it seems
that some education authorities have taken
upon themselves, either knowingly or not,
attitudes-and powers expressly withheld from
them by those who formed the 1944 act. It
seems unlikely that the present government
will change these provisions.

when we set up informal home schooling
twelve years ago for two of our daughters,
Stephanie was seven, and Melanie was four,
We expressly requested the qualified, butt
unpaid teacher who lived with us at the time
to offer lessons to the children, but not to
force them. More lessons were rejected than
accepted, and in the course of time the teach-
er left us for a paying job. Despite this,
the children continued to learn. The elder

| 1

|- I
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he letter I had from the education officer
hlwsaidz "It will be helpful to know whether
Helanie's education will terminate in July,
when she will cease to be of compulsory school

IIQ89.

. Perhaps it was that commonly-held attitude
- that education terminates on a certain date
at a predetermined age -- that made us decide,
when we moved to the Cotswolds from London .
thrive years ago, to try educating our daught-
crr rt home,

dotting out on this relatively uncharted
field, we first read the Education Act. Cont-
rary to popular belief, it is not compulsory
to send a child to an organised state (or even
private) school. Section 35 of the act says:
"It shall be the duty of the parent of every
child of compulsory school age to cause him to
receive efficient full-time education suitable
to his age, ability, and aptitude, either by
attendance at school or otherwise." Section
76 of the act also states: "Education author-
ities shall have regard to the general
nrinciple, that so far as is compatible with
efficient instruction . . . pupils are to he
educated in accordance with the wishes of
_their parents." (Hy @mph&SiB§' a
14   
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I and, or course, they soon
began to discover the inevitable reaction of
other children when it was found out they did
not attend school. At ballet, one girl said
to Stephanie: "You don't know how lucky you
are not to have to go to school."

.Both children also enjoyed our home theat-
rical productions and Stephanie was becoming
increasingly drawn to the idea of a profess-
ional acting career. Meanwhile, every friend
and visitor to our home was crying havoc and
doom: "How will they ever get on in the world
not having to mix socially at school . . what

will happen if they want to go on for further
education in some speciality?" We persisted.

Shortly before her sixteenth birthday,
Stephanie auditioned for, and was accepted by,
a nationally approved drama school. The
director of one drama school, on hearing she
had no formal schooling, said: "Splendid, that
gives us less to undo." She decided she would
require a skill for making a living between

C>i:e'1‘II FM ._.,__
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ledge. All showed supreme distaste for lcarr-
ing in general, and their teachers in partic-
ular. Reporting this at home to her mother,
she burst into tears as she said: "I_gg§:§ go
back. It's the first time I've ever been
bored." Not wishing to see that attitude
develop, we allowed her to withdraw from
formal lessons.

After her experience of attending classes,
for a time Melanie refused her lessons. We
watched with interest and permitted her to do
what attracted her - mainly arts and crafts
activities, and playing outdoors. Then, at
twelve, Melanie decided_to start a school of
"her own, with her younger sister Felicity as
pupil. To add interest, there were quite a
dumber of other imaginary pupils, who turned

.the classroom into something resembling an
old-fashioned small village school. Felicity,
then aged seven, responded.with enthusiasm,
and learned to read. This was something she
firmly declined to do under the tuition of an
enthusiastic mother, and other temporary
residents.

AA
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acting jobs and so applied to the local tech- ' Me1an1e, when 14, had worked out a full
nical college for admission to its secretarial timetable for herself, School started,

v and business course. An admission test replac- igharp at nine o'clock for her younger sister
- ed her missing 0 levels, and she soon settled their imaginary friends. In her youthful

in the environment of an organised school. lwisdom, the teacher only kept up and pleasure
was, and still is, an omnivorous reader, and She W55 startled *0 di9¢°V°Ta fiuring her first iin learning continued. Melanie herself
when She wanted instruction in some particular few days in school, that.every girl she spoke v continued lessons all day. She asked me to
subject, my wife aha 1 (whichever was better to in her class hated every subject and had ~teech her arithmetic. history and se@srephv-
qualified) would then give her some coaching. very little respect for the tee¢h@rB- Her mother took her in Freneh (they used the

BBC records), English grammar and composition.
A popular general encygopaedia’ which was - Stephanie, on the contrary, liked all her :She.went'to an outside teacher for lessons on

published weekly, was the background for all teachers, without exception, and was fascinat- ithe guitar and has taught>herself to P1up"tflU
her studies for nearly three years. Her ed by all subjects offered. Yet we had been recorder from a book. How 16, Nelanae has
almost obsessive interest in astfonom and warned that: "She would not be able to mix enrolled in a new free school in Montreal.Jscience fiction caused her to read a large
number of books over a period of years. Her
general knowledge and wisdom, at the age of 18
appear to be at least as wide as, and perhaps
of more practical use, than that of her contem-
pories - even if she could not, perhaps, sit
down and write examinations for her A levels
in specific subjects.

Throughout this time we have encouraged
interest in the live theatre, ballet,concerts.
There is no television in our home, ‘Both
girls asked for, and were given, ballet
lessons, piano lessons and drama/speech
lessons. Both soon discovered that most of
the pupils in all these specialised activities
were not interested in. or actively disliked
their studies. l

with people . . . she would not have the
qualifications to enter for what she wanted to
do," and, "she would be a practical and social
misfit-" In her year at the Stroud mid-Glouc-
estershire technical college, where she took
her secretarial course, she came out with high
marks. ' , *

Melanie, the second one, has also produced
some surprises for the criers of woe. Unlike
Stephanie, who had a first year in a formal
classroom where she learned to read, Melanie
has only ever had a few days in a schoolroom.
0n that occasion, when aged eleven, she was
talked into attending classes by an anxious
relative at a so-cal ed progressive school,
she was startled to discover that most of the
children in her class knew less than she did
about things which she took to be common know-

1 ’ J

Of course, there are problems in all this.
It is not perfect, and we would certainly not
suggest that it is a suitable course for every-
one. ‘But in our particular circumstances _
with our freedom to devote plenty of time to
helping the children when asked, and living
away from towns and neighbours as we have for
the past twelve years, it seems to have worked
and to have worked well. We have always been
open with the local education authority, ac‘
though there must have been times when-there
was head-shaking in the quiet of their r""
offices, we have never had anything but court-
eous and helpful relations with them.

I This article has been ripped-off fro" 1
old copy of New Society - t_h@.;:11~:S. 15
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days in the lives of two schoolphobics
THE GATES by Leslie Mildiner and Bill House. 65p
publ. by CENTERPRISE on behalf of Stephney Basement
Writers Group.

THE GATES is an extraordinary book, written by
two boys in Stephney in an attempt to explain why
they couldnt face going to school. Written as a
novel, it is in fact'wholly autobiographical. It
is a funny, bitter deeply perceptive look at schools
teachers, educational pschologists, and at how, at
present, the education system almost completely
fails to respond to the needs and abilities of the
inner-city children it is supposed to cater for.

For teenagers this is a true book about themselves
For adults this is a book to teach them something.
There is nothing lurid or sensational about this
book, written by two kids who couldnt stand school.
It is a very good piece of work, written right
from the inside, honestly, utterly unacademically,
and for any adult with imagination, disturbingly

Apart from the authors sheer pertinacity and the
burning self-respecting drive to tell the world
what they had discovered (neither of which they
had developed in the ordinary state school), what
comes over most is the bull-headed insanity of the
compulsory school system. LEILA BERG
THE GATES is a novel about boys who refuse to go
to school and the consequences for them. It has a
real critical-documentary flavour, but its not dry
at all. Theres a strong'enjoyment of those things
which are still to be enjoyed in the bleaker str-
etches of our cities, a mrked lack of bitterness
and a cheeky sense of humour. It left me with a
feeling of hope. ADRIAN MITCHELL
The above 3 paragraphs are the the puff from the
book's cover. ‘I've used them straight as they just
about say it all. It's not quite what the first
paragraph claims ( i.e. the bitter deeply percep-
tive look at the system and its workers) but does
not suffer, rather is the stronger for it. I had
two expectations of the book:-

1) a sudden burst into anger and crime, at some
stage

2) too much reference to the material aspects
of the cultural lives of kids, e.g. records,
films, T.V. etc.etc. p

Both of these things were wholly absent. The result
is electrifying. The writing is thus concerned
solely with events, activities, relationships and
feelingfl, its peace-I

we never did get around to a F551 run down on
the publications from CENTREPRISE, which.is a
Bookshop/Coffee Bar/Community Project in the
East End of London. Their work in publishing
local, working class people and material on
the area itself is excellent and virtually
unique. The closet (tenously) equivalent, I
suppose ,would be History Workshop. Whilst
expanding, the pojects work is threatened,
for financial reasons.- They are a voluntary
project existing on grants from various sources,
most of whom see their pump-primingstage as
over. The least we can do is to urge you to
16

send for their lists. If you are part of some
educational institution, put the pressure on
to buy some of their material. 136 KIHGSLAND
HIGH STREET, LONDON E8

RIGHTS. A HANDBOOK FOR PEOPLE UNDER AGE. sop
(Penguin Education, 160pp).

One of Penguin Educations dying kicks, this
book seems aimed at both the classroom and the~
street.) Author (collator) is wen Berger: she
of the great liberal family Berger, of Childrens
Rights(magazine), Schoolkids OZ and Thames TV
fame. Sections are Guide(index), Rights, Home,
School, Work (the right to earn money means the
right to eat instead of the right to starve),
On The Street, Help; put together as part factual
information/ part discussion/ part case history,-
liberally illustrated with cartoons, photos and
clippings. ‘

Basically, the book is a guide to the legal and
theoretical boundaries that go with the different
institutions and relationships likely to be en-
countered by folks at various stages up to age 18,

In the same series (Penguin.Education/Extensions)
is A TOUCH ON THE TIMES - Songs of Social Change
1770 - 1914. ed.Roy Palmer. 352pp 80p.
A collection of words and music to 90 songs with
114 contempory illustrations and photos - many
previously unpublished. As chronicle of the 
ordinary persons reactions to the industrial
revolution (political, social, romantic), that
book is a delight. Good value ts boot. '

HANE An Anthology of Anarchist Ideas, Essays,
Poetry and Commentaries, edited by Marcus I
Graham. Published by Cienfuegos Press, £3.25
paper back; £7 Library edition.

“"m“HflflH“‘fl

a...
(in 80°ietY'3B Currently constitutid that iB.-- AN! was an anarchist journal published in
One in Which» *9 know. rifihtfl are Virtually imP" America durin the l Os and this book is
ossible to define concretely). .
How about ‘the right to be convicted of a criminal
offence’, or, ‘the right to enter, or live in, a
brothel‘. Interesting that. The right to live in
an illegal place.

For the most part the book makes nauseating
reading. It reeks of liberal objectivity creaking
at the seams. Each page seems like those para-
graphs at the end of each chapter of a school
textbook, when the questions on what you.have
learnt so far get asked.
The book she should have written peers through
in places though, i.e. - "dont let anyone con you
into believing that boys ought to have more
'rights' so far as sex is concerned than girls
should", but basically the thing is hampered by
its lack of commitment and the absence of a
solid political stance. Thus, education ‘other-
wise’ is seen as one of 5 full-time compulsory-
educational variations to full time state
schooling. The right of kids_gQt_to undergoe
10 years of 'schooling'(and the right of parents
not to have to make them) is not stated clearly
enough: doubly so when one thinks of the exer-
cising of these rights in terms of refusing the
values that the system stands for.

By page 128 reality catches up, and under
‘Taking On The Law‘ there are a few quite sub-
jective paragraphs on the nature of power, who
has it, and how they keep it etc. This nicely
complements the phrase on pg. 29 which says (in
referral to the U.N. Human.Rights Declaration),

"The British government, for example, has not
found it possible to carry out the provision
‘No one shall be subjected to arbitrary deten-
tion or arrest‘, in their handling of the N.
Ireland situation.

The book was pepared in early summer 1973. This
accounts for a few omissions, and the fact that
the list of help/advice agencies is erratic, not
without error, and has some entries whose use,
to anybody must be in doubt. However, such is
the nature of publications in this field, and
the availability of them to kids anyway, that
this book fills a gap - despite itself. p.a.c.

INA‘: 8 93
a selection from the articles it published
during its life made by the man who edited the
journal. Principally the book consists of
articles, but there are also poems and draws
ings. And the articles vary from the highly
theoretical to the candidly polemical. What-
ever the reader's taste there is much that
will,delight the palate. And in my view the
most impressive section is the longest one,
concerned with the ideas of anarchism._ This
contains as extensive a range of anarchist
views of society as I have ever come across in
a single volume. And unlike much contemporary
material in the anarchist press, the writing
sparkles with a variety of exquisite styles.
I frankly approached the book with great
interest but rather fearful that it would
prove barely readable, a pessimism born of a
familiarity with the poor standards of much
contemporary anarchist writing. My surprise
and delight were enormous when I found the
selected pieces consistently well written and
occasionally of great stylistic merit. ‘Some
pieces positively sparkle.

s ~It is true that some will no doubt find the
polemical material rather tedious, but polemic
is much to m taste and I enjoyed them greatly.
These articles are more carefully written than
other similar material of more recent date,
We tend to leap into the middle of an issue
when we polemicise, but here the criticisms of
of Stalin's government of the Soviet Union and
of Hitler's Nazi Germany always set out the
situation fully and go on to criticise fully.
This is much more thorough and intellectually
rewarding than a hotch potch of aspects of a
regime followed by a miscellany of condemnat-
ions of it which is the more usual fare in our
present anarchist press.

At times it does give the feel of America
in the 1930s. The view of the Russian Revol-
ution is clearly a much closer one in time,
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though the judgements on it seem to me sound,
The Spanish Civil War is contemporary with the
writing, as are Stalin's show trials and
Hitler's Nazi regime in Germany. iOf these I
think a present day writer on Nazi Germany
would not use the term "mad" to describe its
rulers. while the word is in repeated use in
these articles. I don't say there's anything
wrong with it; just that present day usage
might avoid it.

There are but a few articles on the Spanish
Civil war. Not enough for an opinion to be
formed as to what the general feeling in the
movement was at the time. But the articles
present a distinctly transatlantic view of the
conflict, calling Roosevelt to account for his
effectively pro fascist diplomacy while lead-
ing European "Liberal" statesmen had a longer-
standins culpability.
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But the range and scope of subject matter
is wider than this. Pieces an anarchism and
art, and book and drama reviews sit alongside
articles on crime and prisons, religion and
current events. Not all the articles have I
named authors but the total of contributors is
more than thirty, probably a lot more. Some A
are writers well known in the anarchist move-
ment, some are obscure. Altogether a book qf
greet richness and variety. It is beautifully
produced, but with a number of printing errors.
.The paper back is well worth the £3.25 asking
price, and I say that having paid for the copy
I read for this review. 1But if you are I
unwilling to believe this, order the library
edition through your local library and see the
book and read through it. This will only
persuade you to buy it. I

I once read a review of Peter Sellers‘ "The
Best of-Sellers" which said that however often
one played the L.P. it would always make the
listener laugh again. I've had the record
over 15 years now and still smile at it. I
venture to suggest that however often the
reader comes back to this excellent volume he
will find something to stimulate_the interest
and set the mind pondering.anew.

V Peter Miller -
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EDUCATION AND SOCIETY. Rank & File pamphlet; 10p,

rt 1. Education Under Capitalism, is an adequate
‘§%EI§§is of the current education system,- factual
and ideological. Predictable misunderstandings
of the theses of Deschooling'and Free-schooling.
Your good democratic central—IS-t stuff creeps in
here with the argument that schools,as institut-
ions of some sort, must always be with us. After
the (leninist) revolution the position of Free
Schools will be as experimental hothouses for the
revamped 'democratised' state system;- a position
it is felt that they should occupy, with state
aid, at the present time.

2 facts you may not be aware of -
a) the blighting and obliteration of the noblest
ideals, educational and otherwise, in Russia after
the 1917 revolution were due to the "totally
hostile physical conditions". One way of desc-
ribing a jail or grave, I suppose.
b) the rebelling schoolkids in France in 1968 .
had'remarkab1y similar educational policies and
organisational structures to those of Rank & File!
or rather, their leadership did.‘ Might explain
a lot, that. Which brings us on to:-
at 2. The Great Uprising In French Schools, May/
June 1968. _The bulk of this is translation from
a french teacher involved. It highlights what
was essentially a self-managed struggle for self-
directed education,(R&F dont quite use those words)
However little questioning of the schools exis-
tence as an institution ‘per se' appears. Judic-
ious selection of excerpts (and translator) might
account for that. The revolt collapsed because
"the general social and political situation was
not mature enough to lead to major social change".
Or maybe the Trots/Leninists/Stalinists who put
the boot in weren't ready for their particular
revolution(s)., Incidentally the “retranslation'
of the movement slogan INTERDIT D'INTERDIRE to
‘No bans allowed‘ seems a snide move. Semantic
though the point may be, the translation in use
for the last? years namely ‘It Is Forbidden To
Forbid‘ was a truer reflection of the ethos of
196s Read also (or instead Anarchism I Th. ) n e
May Movement, France 1968 - 6p from Rising Free,
and Paris May 68 - Solidarity, 50p. I

The above pamphlet -Education & Society- is
by Chanie Rosenberg._ She's also responsible for
EDUCATION AND REVOLUTION - A Great Experiment In
Socialist Education .(i.e. 1917 till the demise)

-88.111e publisher. PA C.

WRITERS AND READERS PUBLISHING COLL-

WORKSHOP, practical pamphlets from .
INTER-ACTION, 3works on FEMINISN, at 1
2 of Poetry. Handout available. A

u»

KIDS REVIEW. 20-page pamphlet from
‘Kids AID‘ free help and info for
under I7's project. Free to under I7
kids, 20p if over.~ From 44 EARLS
COURT RD. LONDON W8. . .

I t illustrations in this issue are from the
 following: cnss con - pg 7 a pg 8 (right),

ECTIVE (See ILLICH review. lest issue) CHILDRENS RIGHTS mag - ogd; PEACE NEWS (top)
is at I4 T-A-LACPE RD {JONPON NW5 3PE- a LITTLE DIGGER (bottom) - pg I2; new - pg
Future publications lncrude workzfimmn I7 (left). pgS_ 3 5 3(1eft) 15 & I7 (ri ht sGI-IRIS SEARLE,-»CI_SSY, CHILDRENS RIGHTS are from ,’,he p0s,;,’ca,a1O ’

By the time you read this RADICAL EDUCATION will
_be on its- am issue (2op).' The third issue of
HARD CHEESE (25p) has appeared after a year.
This,-and Radical Education 2 are both varied,
interesting, and recommended - apart from the

iubiquitious Farrukh Dhondy who appears in both.
Wages for schoolkids is hardly the solution to
anything. RE from 68 Goldhurst Terrace, London
IW6. HC from 95a Shooters Hill Road, Blackheath
London SE}.
3 For masochists, TEACHERS ACTION PAPER is on no

1‘
CHILDRENS RIGHTS WORKSHOP Newsletter No 1 15p
Contains: List oT F§ee Schools; General Notes On
Alternative Education; Statement Of Aims; Reports
of various constituent projects of the Workshop;
plus full versions of the various pieces of theirs
that we have mentioned/printed over the last few
issues. From 73 Balfour St, London SE17. Any
spare money you might have could be well used by
thw workshop.

HOW TO SET UP A FREE SCHOOL - A Handbook Of Alter-
native Education, is on to a second edition. 40p
from White Lion Street Free School 57 White Lion
St, London N1 (plus 5p postage)

LANGUAGE AND CLASS WORKSHOP‘no 2 25p from 41A
Muswell Avenue, London N10 2EH

STREET RESEARCH BULLE'I‘IN is now quarterly (251)).
Issue 5 includes Life At The Top - The Making Of
An Oligarchy. This is a guide to researching the
power structure of educational institutions, by
Frank Campbell, based on his experience in writing
HIGH COMMAND, the recent book on North London
Polytechnic. The research methods described are
relevant to studying almost any kind of institut-
ion. Also researching military involvement in
higher education, plus much more. From 365
Kennington Road London SE11
HIGH COMMAND is 50p for students 50 for othersPfrom the author at 21 Bryantwood’Road Islington

' kshLondon N7, oralternative and academic boo
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I from box LBD; 2 from box no I3,
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I 71-//s woaxsxee-F¥1s~oElz.AR;< phetic. Beforeemoving to Leicester, and
--_ ... CWU’ 5°’-YE A 4°?’ O“ PROALE/~4s a career with Lib.Ed.(ho hum), I lived

' in Burgess Hill, near Brighton. Work
[experience there, about 8 years ago,
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J-- _ local small factory or such Now it
' “ involves a full-time commitment, i.e

schoolkids go for work experience for 40» hours a week for some weeks instead of
being at school. One boy ended up doing
lis stint in the same branch of a Giant
supermarket chain that he worked in on

.__/9 saturdays He was luckyv The store
manager diverted a reasonable number of
quids from the petty cash into the kids- - pocket, rather than be party to some kind
of slave labour agreement However,
AMERICAN EXPRESS, a right bunch of sharks
quite at home with exploitation, who pro-

j

cess credit cards at various branches in~ ' Sussex are_we1coming deskfulls of 15 year
from the same sort of publishing old girls to do 40 hours a.week of'boring

U BlackFlag, LondonNW3 bertye15pStateSocialismCNT10p10p ticalPrisoners 2OYears.10p

eadh.

enterprise as Centreprise:- 1 _
POVERTY -Hardship But Happiness, °ffi°° 1'°“‘i}‘:° {°’ 3 1Y £‘;:ka‘§_':1'

OBS Were The DE-ILYB I903-I917. BY Tgzhlzfil 8:120 -1.1.11? No go-ubt 1-tug
w s q e me .%gb:r;tPa?1' 25p‘ Queenspark Books solves some of their chronic overcrowding.

1" 5 °” - Job prospects in the oi-ee being-what they
L are, not a few of the girls 6nd'up working

for AMERICAN EXPRESS when they leave schoo_ So training'them in the schools time at no
°°mm“n1tY newspaper’ cost, and having them as productive work-

k meansSITUATIONIST STUFF ers the minute they start war , _
I. DIALECTI cm. ADVENTURES INTO 1-rhe. Zgagarthzafirflgliz ‘lfifiz :2‘, ‘$:°;:g‘:“';Z°'

UNKNOWB 22§’(3I'K‘ " Sp°nta‘“°"' actually built limalcllw mcmsss's new
2 Egjvfgg $§E.9n éoth CENTURY _ ofTice'b1ock:did so whilst on work exper-

The Incomplete Work Of The A ien°°' c Ilatt GT0VBB-
Situationist International.
Free Fall Publications. I68pp _ , I p p , A R
80p + 8p post. First englieb i~" INTERROGATIONS - International evu:
language translation, by an OT Anarchist Research. 399 °??hvsu
ex_member_ £3.20 p.a.. Ist issue of new inter-

A national quarterly, put together in
at I97 Kings Cross Rd London WCI France, is now out(no 2 probably is
3. THE VERITABLE SPLIT IN THE  *90.by

INTERNATIONAL. 5:11.50 + sp from W111 be
Rising Free (addrress above) Itali

4. mm: RIGHT T0 BE oassnr 40p. ; P"=‘"“*i
Theses on the pracyioal neo- ' arias

A "essity of demanding everything»   Issue I
(from california - try Rising Free I SPANISH
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carpenter, published by a local
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